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Inherent Ethical Issues
•Conflicts when defending multiple protesters
 Rule 4-1.7
•Assisting in law breaking behavior
•Counsel as a witness/Legal observer 4-3.7
•Arrest of counsel - lock your cell phone
•Jury Nullification
•Consent to representation
•Scope of representation



Limited Representation
Must be in writing - 4-1.2(c) (c) A lawyer may 
limit the scope of representation if the client 
gives informed consent in a writing signed by 
the client to the essential terms of the 
representation and the lawyer's limited role...

But...



Limited Representation 2
But the right to a trial means you should be 
prepared to try the case.  

Anyone can do a muni bench trial.

Lots of lawyers willing to help/second chair.  

De novo?  Jury certification? Appeal? 



Goal of representation
Rule 4-1.2(a) - client determines goals

•Avoid jail?

•Avoid conviction?  

•Avoid probation?  

•Keep fines low?



Goal of Representation 2
Or is simply exercising the fundamental right to 
present a defense the goal?  

This may preclude filing motions to dismiss or 
plea bargaining.  

Client can tell their story at sentencing after a 
guilty plea instead of at trial.



Litigation costs
Counsel may advance costs but shouldn’t have 
to shoulder the burden.  

Should be discussed upfront and included in 
written contract (even if pro bono).

Fellow protesters or groups can fundraise for 
costs.  Probably not tax deductible?



Arrest
Some may already be prepared for the worst?
•Lawyers number on arm
•Shared personal info with others
•Consented to representation
•Bail arrangements
•Right to remain silent
•Left cell phone at home or locked
•Left weapons/contraband at home 



Visiting the arrestees
RSMo. 544.170 allows broad range of visitors 
during 24 hour hold before charges are filed.  

As a practical matter, visits probably slow down 
the routine muni release process.  



Visiting the arrestees 2
Visit if:

•You need consent to represent client
•Client is injured
•Client is interrogated
•Client won’t make bail
•Client needs moral support.  



Municipal or Criminal
Protesters often charged with ordinance 
violations - Rule 37.  

Procedures in municipal court are often 
relaxed.

Real criminal prosecutions are somewhat rare.  



Municipal or Criminal 2
•Muni bench trial - often like small claims.
•File demand for Trial De Novo within 10 days if 
convicted - $70 filing fee.  
•Process starts over in circuit court with regular 
criminal rules (not Rule 37).  
•Judgment suspended while de novo pending 
37.72  
•Is this where I get my jury trial?  



Muni Bench Trials
Often informal, standing before the bench.  

Still have right to proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt of each element of the offense, to cross 
examine witnesses, to present a defense, etc.  

Might be most exciting part of being a municipal 
judge?



Bail
Appearance bond during 24 hour hold?

Good luck!

Well organized protesters will often have bail 
under control better than the lawyers.  



Bail in more serious case
Make bail argument at earliest opportunity

•Hover at prosecutor’s office during 24 hours
•Give them notice of representation
•Written entry, sans case number
•Warn prosecutor of Rule 4-3.5(b)- disrupting 
tribunal by ex parte contact with court



Charging Documents
Muni violations may only be charged by 
Information.  Rule 37.34.  

File a motion to dismiss alleging prejudice if 
Information doesn’t inform your client of how 
they are alleged to have committed the offense.  



Charging Documents 2
Example: Is your client alleged to have failed to 
obey Officer 1 saying get out of the park, or 
Officer 2 saying stay out of the street?  

Ask for a Bill of Particulars as part of the motion 
to dismiss.  



Motions to Dismiss
•Unconstitutional ordinance/statute

•Defective charging documents

•Bill of particulars

•Discovery violations or witness tampering



Discovery
Rule 37.54 - Judge’s discretion

•File a motion that mirrors Rule 25.03 
anyway

Changes to regular criminal procedure rules 
during de novo or jury certification.  

•File a Rule 25.03 request
•Disclosure  your evidence if necessary
•Depositions?



When to Demand a Jury
City of St. Louis - before second appearance

•Will still get muni bench trial
•Must demand a de novo after bench trial
•Case transferred to Division 24
•City might waive jail time
•Not going to get a jury right now anyway



When to Demand a Jury 2
The 90 munis of St. Louis County - 

•Can skip muni bench trial with jury demand
•Or demand a de novo after bench trial
•Muni might waive jail time
•Probably not getting a jury trial here, either.



The 6 Defenses
1. It never happened
2. It happened, but I didn’t do it (ident.)
3. I did it but it wasn’t a crime (self defense)
4. I did it but it wasn’t this crime (lesser off.)
5. I did it but I’m not responsible (entrapment)
6. I did it but so what? (jury nullification)

From The Champion (NACDL)



Specific defenses
The police brutality cover up

•False justification for force

•Makes protesters injuries relevant

•Assaulting an officer and resisting arrest



Specific Defenses
Failure to obey officer

•not failure to hear - must hear/understand
•reasonable or lawful
•compliance must be possible
•discovering the order - bill of particulars



Specific Defenses
Peace disturbance

•Must be calculated to breach the peace
•Others must be disturbed
•Police officers don’t count
•City’s boilerplate Information alleges extra 
elements.  



Specific Defenses
Interfering with an arrest/officer

Officer must actually be interfered with



Multiple Counts
Concentrate on beating some of the counts 
during muni bench trial, demand de novo on 
the rest.  

An acquittal (except after a jury’s conviction) is 
forever.  



Video evidence
Lots of cell phone and YouTube videos.

Defense only has to disclose what it plans to 
use, and only upon discovery request.  

Defense counsel prohibited from disclosing 
inculpatory evidence - potential for conflict with 
multiple clients.  



Video Evidence 2
Foundation for videos - someone who was 
there who can testify that the video is an 
accurate depiction of the events.  

Witnesses shouldn’t comment on key issues of 
fact, e.g. cops shouldn’t ID defendant on video, 
it is up to the fact finder to decide if person on 
video is defendant.  



Jury tips
Inoculate holdouts from bullying

Use a dividing theme to prevent vote changing
•Cops are lying not mistaken, or
•Cops are mistaken because they don’t care

Use government v. people arguments
•Prosecutor answers to the people
•Jury is the people, check on government



Representing multiple clients
•Written conflict waiver
•Seek individual second opinions
•Separate trials?
•Defendant becoming witness
•Divisive plea bargains
•Separate verdicts
•Advantages to individual counsel

•more cross, but divided time to argue



More on conflicts
Less chance of a conflict between multiple 
clients at the bail stages.  

Not all that hard to drum up more lawyers.

Big conflict in wrong id cases.



Consequences

•Jail time
•Fines
•Probation
•Record - pending and permanent
•Court appearances



Jail Time
•More than time served is somewhat unlikely, 
but know who you’re dealing with.

•Duty to advise clients of the range of 
punishment and the likelihood of its imposition.  

•Jail sentence (even time served) is a 
permanent conviction.  



Fines
•Fines can often be taken out of the bail posted.  

•Sentence of a fine is a permanent conviction.  



Avoiding conviction
•SIS probation (suspended imposition of 
sentence) - but not SES probation

•Dismissal on payment of court costs (DOPC)

•Mask nature of offense with amended charge
(littering, illegal parking)



NLG Mass Defense
NLG v. ACLU or MOCLA

NLG more interested in defending protesters 
actually charged with offenses.  

ACLU or MOCLA more interested in protecting 
right to protest.  



Duty to defend 
•Rule 4-6.1 - pro bono to improve the law

•Rule 4-1.2(b) A lawyer's representation of a 
client...does not constitute an endorsement of 
the client's political, economic, social or moral 
views or activities.



Duty to defend 2
•Oath to uphold constitution - Rule 8.15

•Protesters taking risks in good faith.

•What’s it cost you to take a case every couple 
years?

•Exciting and fulfilling practice area.  


